
As different as night and day, Dusty and Dolly were an unmatchable pair that 
survived and thrived. Dolly won two Quarter Horse world championships in jumping and 
is a longtime recognized owner of G&A Real Estate at Manhattan. 

"Dusty was my big encouragement with my horses and showing. He helped select all 
of my horses and gave me advice as well as taking care of them when I was gone," Dolly 
credited. 

"Oh gosh, I've ridden a lot of good horses. I could talk a week about the things I've 
been through. But, I'm proudest of the friendships I've made around the country. I've 
helped more people than I've helped myself, yet most people really don't understand me. 
I'm real; there's nothing false or fake about me," Dusty revealed. 

Dustin S. Anderson lived a life so many think they would like. He was his own boss, 
doing exactly what he loved: being horseback looking after cattle in the beautiful Flint 
Hills. 

Dusty's influence was felt on every life he touched. 



Dusty Anderson Photograph Log 

1. Dusty Anderson on his Appaloosa in Skiddy, Kansas, with an assistant. 

2. Dusty Anderson with the airplane used to check cattle in Flint Hills pastures. 

3. Dusty Anderson mounted in front of his home at Skiddy, Kansas. 

4. Dusty Anderson riding his Appaloosa stallion, Dusty Britches, in 1969. 

5. Dusty Anderson feeding "rabbit alfalfa" to a small portion of the horses he owned. 

6. Dusty Anderson pictured horseback in a community directory. 

7. Dusty Anderson roped buffalo to doctor them at Fort Riley. 

8. Sampling of the pencil sketches drawn by Dusty Anderson. 

9. Dusty Anderson showing a grey yearling colt to a prospective customer in 2007. 

10. Dusty Anderson branding cattle before going to grass in the spring. 

11. Dusty Anderson wires a gate chute to one of dozens of pastures he managed. 

12. Colorful horses and cattle owned by Dusty Anderson jolted across the Flint Hills 

pasture where he was buried following his funeral. 

13. A statue of Dusty Anderson overlooks his gravesite in his favorite pasture. 

14. Dusty Anderson, "The Skiddy Cowboy," Funeral Memorial. 

15. Sampling of Dusty Anderson's business cards. 
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DUSTIN ANDERSON 

(HORSE TRAINER) 

Professional Killer -World Traveler-Gourmet 

Singer of Sentimental Ballad-Soft Shoe Dancer 

International Lover of Beautiful Women-Sportsman 

Aviator Extraordinaire-"V .H.P" -New Orleans Gambler 

Soldier of Fortune-La8t of the Big Spenders-Road Agent 

Known to Take An Occasional Sip of Sherry 

SPECIALIST IN: 

Revolutions-Gun Running-Boot Legging-Civil Wars 

Smuggling-Orgies-Prayer Meetings-Church Social 

Yorgensen-Meloan-Londeen Funeral Home 

1616 Poyntz Avenue 

Manhattan, Kansas 66502-4149 

ymlfuneralhome .com 
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'%e Sf(jddy Cowboy" 
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Professional Killer-World Traveler- Gourmet 
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Aviator Extraordinaire-"V.H.P"-New Orleans Gambler 
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Known To Take An Occasional Sip of Sherry 
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